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Abstract
• The Aeronautical Development Agency brought together Aircraft
Systems and Testing Establishment, the HAL Flight Test
Centre and the Flight Mechanics & Controls Group of NAL
to perform planned flight tests on a Jaguar aircraft of
Indian Airforce .
The aim of the programme was to generate
the drag polar type performance 'data, stability and control
derivatives for the aircraft and to make a handling quality
assessment of the aircraft . This document presents a
comprehensive analysis of the preprocessed flight test
data at the Flight Mechanics and Controls Division
. By
properly exciting the necessary modalities and analysing
the responses using nonlinear maximum likelihood estimation
method with appropriate mathematical models, consistent
aircraft parameters are generated . It is shown that the
maneuvers such as the Roller Coaster, Windup turns and
low speed Slow Down provide the aircraft drag polar cover-
ing full angle of attack range and full range of load factors .
The document provides the Jaguar drag polars, the longi-
tudinal/lateral stability and control derivatives and
. a hand-
ling quality assessment of the short period mode generated
from response analysis . The results are compared with
data from the aircraft manufacturer and are found to match
reasonably well .
This programme also demonstrates the
ability of the Bangalore Aeronautical Community in address-
ing comprehensive flight test programmes of future aircraft
like the Light Combat Aircraft . The results presented
in this document supersede those reported in NAL PD-SE-
'
